Browning Camping Side-by-Side 0 Degree Sleeping Bag

Browning Camping announces their redesigned Side-by-Side sleeping bag. Stay warm this winter in style and comfort. The updated chevron design looks both sleek as a double bag, or it can unzip to form two individual bags. The brushed polyester liner and 210T polyester ripstop fabric provide a cozy night’s sleep. Two internal pockets keep small items handy, and a compression stuff sack makes packing easy. Durable separating zipper will make this Browning sleeping bag a versatile piece of gear to add to your arsenal.

For more information, visit www.browningcamping.com.

Browning Camping takes the Browning motto of “The Best There Is” to heart, producing outdoor and camping gear of only the highest quality. This ensures that every item we manufacture is worthy of the world-famous and highly trusted Buckmark. Using only the highest quality fabrics, components and construction techniques, Browning Camping gear stands above the crowd in terms of quality outdoor products. You’ll be hard-pressed to find a better air pad, tent, sleeping bag or camp chair on the market today. Backed by an industry-leading lifetime guarantee, Browning Camping gear truly is “The Best There Is.”

ALPS Brands is a proud licensee and distributor of Browning Camping.
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